**Booklist Ages Birth – Three**

- Digger Man, by Andrea Zimmerman
- Demolition, by Sally Sutton
- Fix-It, by David McPhail
- Blocks, by Dr. John Hutton
- Big Building Site, by John Deere
- Builder Goose: It's Construction Rhyme Time! by Boni Ashburn
- Machines At Work, by Byron Barton
- Under Construction: A Silly Slider Book, by Paula Hannigan
- City, by Roger Priddy
- Bizzy Bear's Let's Get To Work, by Benji Davies
- Fix-it Duck, by Jez Alborough
- Daddy And Me, by Karen Katz
- What Does A Hammer Do? by Robin Nelson
- How To Build A Snowman, by Jill Ackerman
- Roadwork, by Sally Sutton (en Espanol Construir Una Carretera)
- Tap Tap Bang Bang, by Emma Garcia
- Dinosaur Dig! by Penny Dale
- Bizzy Bear's Big Building Book, by Benji Davies
- Let's Help! by Patricia Geis
- Who Are The People In Your Neighborhood? by Naomi Kleinberg
- Robot Book, by Heather Brown
- Counting Tools 1-10, by Scholastic
- Shapeasaurus, by Megan Bryant
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